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During the radio therapy treatment, it has been difficult to synchronize the 
radiation beam with the tumor position. Many compensation techniques have been used 
before. But all these techniques have some system latency, up to a few hundred 
milliseconds. Hence it is necessary to predict tumor position to compensate for the 
control system latency.  In recent years, many attempts have been made to predict the 
position of a moving tumor during respiration. Analyzing external breathing signals 
presents a methodology in predicting the tumor position.  Breathing patterns vary from 
 
 very regular to irregular patterns. The irregular breathing patterns make prediction 
difficult. A solution is presented in this paper which utilizes neural networks as the 
predictive filter to determine the tumor position up to 500 milliseconds in the future.  
Two different neural network architectures, feedforward backpropagation 
network and recurrent network, are used for prediction. These networks are initialized 
in the same manner for the comparison of their prediction accuracies. The networks are 
able to predict well for all the 5 breathing cases used in the research and the results of 
both the networks are acceptable and comparable. 
Furthermore, the network parameters are optimized using a genetic algorithm to 
improve the performance. The optimization results obtained proved to improve the 
accuracy of the networks. The results of both the networks showed that the networks are 
good for prediction of different breathing behaviors.  
   
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Introduction 
 
The introduction chapter will cover the following topics. First, a problem 
statement is discussed. Following the problem statement, the goal of this study is 
defined. The last section of chapter 1 discusses the contents of the thesis. 
 
1.2 Problem statement  
 
The prediction of breathing patterns has significant importance in the treatment 
of cancer patients using radiotherapy. Radiotherapy involves the use of radiation like x-
ray beams on the lung, chest and the abdomen areas of cancer patients for the treatment. 
Only the tumor is targeted and care is taken not to damage the healthy tissue 
surrounding the tumor. The task is challenging because of the continuous and slightly 
erratic motion of the tumor. Several techniques have been developed to track tumor 
motion for the radiation of the beam on to the tumor. These techniques employ 
mechanical and electrical systems that do not respond instantaneously, resulting in a 
time lag in response. To overcome this time lag, this research attempts to predict the 
tumor position ahead of time by using the external breathing signals. As tumor motion 
is highly correlated with the corresponding breathing pattern, especially in the lung and 
1 
2 
liver regions, the prediction of breathing patterns can facilitate more accurate radiation 
treatment.  
 
Breathing patterns are typically regular, i.e., they are periodic and stationary. 
But breathing behaviors vary from very regular to highly irregular patterns, depending 
on the patient’s disease condition and other factors like patient motion, etc (Patil 1989, 
Donaldson 1992, Liang 1995, Benchitrit 2000). The complexity and irregularity of a 
breathing behavior is explained through a complexity index measure, ranging from 0.0 
to 5.0(Murphy 2006).  
 
Several approaches have been proposed to predict breathing patterns (Isaakson 
2005, Kubo 1996, Murphy 2002). The use of neural networks is one such approach 
(Sharp 2004, Kakar 2005, and Murphy 2006). The prediction of a breathing pattern 
using neural networks is expected to improve the accuracy of prediction even for 
irregular behaviors.  
These networks also need to be tested before they can be used in real time. To 
identify such networks, a study is conducted to observe the performance of different 
neural networks for different prediction times. Also, the study evaluates the neural 
network performance for different breathing patterns.  
 
 
 
 
3 
1.3 Purpose 
 
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the performance of different neural 
networks architectures for different prediction times and breathing behaviors. These 
networks were optimized to improve prediction accuracy. As part of the research, two 
neural network architectures have been studied; the feedforward backpropagation 
network and the recurrent network. The networks were simulated using mathematical 
software called MATLAB. Their performance was observed and their results were 
compared. All results presented in this study were based on simulations. 
 
1.4 Contents of the Thesis 
 
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives a summary 
of the literature reviewed on similar research and the previous studies conducted on the 
problem. Chapter 3 provides the theory behind the neural networks used. Chapter 4 
explains the methodology employed during the study. Chapter 5 describes the 
optimization process. Chapters 6 and 7 elaborate on the prediction results obtained 
without and with the optimization of neural network parameters respectively. Chapter 8 
summarizes the conclusions and recommendations of this study.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 Introduction 
 
The literature has been reviewed to identify research conducted on breathing 
prediction. In addition, literature on related issues such as respiratory gating, beam 
tracking, and etc. was also studied. Computer search methods were utilized to identify 
publications and articles on the use of neural networks. The findings of the literature 
review are summarized in this chapter.  
 
2.2 Recent Studies 
 
In recent years, several studies were conducted to track tumor motion with 
respect to respiration behavior. The tumor movement was tracked using implanted 
markers with x-ray images during radiation treatment Sharp (2004). Techniques were 
developed to deliver a precise radiation dose to the tumor without damaging the healthy 
tissue surrounding it. One such technique is called respiratory gating. It uses the 
surrogates of tumor location to deliver the radiation beam to the target area within a 
fixed portion of the breathing cycle (Ohara 1989, Kubo and Hill 1996 and Vedam 
2001). Ohara’s results showed that gated irradiation ensures more precise radiotherapy 
for the tumors located close to the diaphragm, whereas Kubo and Hill’s results showed 
4 
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that gating does not change the beam characteristics and the respiration gating technique 
would be more appreciated when the potential treatment inaccuracies are reduced. 
Vedam’s results showed a method to determine the optimal gated radiotherapy 
parameters. Another technique used to treat a moving tumor was beam tracking. In this 
technique, a moving tumor was followed directly by the radiation beam (Murphy 2002, 
Murphy 2003 and  Adler 1999). The studies showed that beam tracking requires the 
three dimensional location of the tumor in real time. This was obtained through x-ray 
images. Unfortunately, there was always system latency between the time when an x-
ray image is taken and the time the beam was refocussed on to the tumor. This was due 
to the time needed to process the image and to the reaction time of the hardware 
(Cyberknife). The efficiency of these methods was reduced because of this inherent 
latency. The prediction of respiratory motion was found to be a useful tool to 
compensate for this latency and to improve targeting accuracy. 
 
Shirato (2007) evaluated the performance of an auto regressive moving average 
model based prediction algorithm for reducing the tumor localization error due to 
system latency. The simulation results in the study showed that the implementation of 
the algorithm in real-time tracking can improve the localization precision for all 
latencies.  Murphy (2002) compared the tapped delay line filters, kalman filters and 
neural networks to make temporal prediction of breathing and also to correlate the 
tumor motion with external respiratory surrogates using the external markers and 
fluoroscopic data. In this study, the filters performance for a regular breathing behavior 
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and an irregular breathing behavior were compared. The results of this study showed 
that adaptive linear and non linear filters performed better on non-stationary data than 
the stationary filter. The study also found that as breathing cycle and the irregularity of 
the tumor motion increases, the non linear filter performance is better than the linear 
filter. Vedam (2004) has tested a linear adaptive filter over multiple sessions of 
breathing patterns for several signal history lengths and response times. The results 
showed that the performance of linear prediction based prediction models is good for 
shorter response times but the accuracy decreases for longer response times. 
 
Sharp (2004) studied two kinds of linear filters, two kinds of neural networks 
and a kalman filter to observe the performance of standard prediction algorithms to 
characterize the predictability of three dimensional tumor motion for different imaging 
rates and system latencies. The results showed that gated treatment accuracy for 
systems that have latencies of 200milliseconds or greater can be improved with 
prediction. Kakar (2005) has used a hybrid intelligent system called the adaptive neuro 
fuzzy inference system for predicting the respiratory motion in breast cancer patients. In 
this study, both the learning capabilities of a neural network and the reasoning 
capabilities of fuzzy logic were used to give enhanced prediction capabilities. The 
results showed that root-mean-square error can be reduced to sub-millimeter accuracy 
over a period provided the patient is subjected to coaching. Yan (2006) used an adaptive 
linear neuron for the prediction of internal target motion using external marker motion. 
The results showed that the correlation between predicted signal and the real internal 
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motion has been improved. In most of these studies, breathing patterns were either 
stable and periodic or regularized with coaching. 
Murphy (2006) analyzed the performance of linear and nonlinear neural 
networks to predict the tumor motion when the breathing behavior is moderate to highly 
irregular. The results showed that the performance of neural networks is better than 
linear networks for the irregular breathing behavior and is a better choice among several 
other algorithms. 
 
From all the above studies, it can be observed that neural networks would be the 
better choice for the prediction of tumor motion for various breathing behaviors. Thus 
the purpose of this study is to evaluate the performance of different neural networks 
architectures for different prediction times and breathing behaviors. These networks 
were then optimized to improve prediction accuracy. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
CHAPTER 3 THEORY 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 
Complex behaviors are difficult to forecast and the prediction of a complex 
breathing behavior has been a major concern. Linear filters are good at predicting 
regular breathing patterns but their performance is found to deteriorate when dealing 
with breathing that is complex and non-stationary. The performance of artificial neural 
networks is better than the linear filters for complex breathing patterns Murphy (2006).  
 
3.2 Artificial neural networks  
 
Artificial neural networks, also called neural networks, were developed in the 
1940’s. These are simply a network of processing elements called neurons. The neurons 
have different parameters and the connections between the neurons have characteristics. 
The combination of the neurons and the connections helps the network exhibit complex 
behavior. There are several types of neural networks that are good at prediction.  These 
neural networks are classified into two major categories based on their type of 
connection. The detailed description of the networks based on their type of connection 
is described below. 
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3.2.1 Feedforward networks 
 
Feedforward networks are also called “static networks”. These networks are the 
simplest type of artificial neural networks. In these networks, the information moves in 
only one direction, forward, from the input nodes, through the hidden nodes and to the 
output nodes. There are no cycles or loops in this type of network. 
 
3.2.2 Feedback networks 
 
Feedback networks are also called “dynamic networks”. In these type of 
networks the information flow is bi-directional, i.e., forward and backward. These 
networks have loops that feed back information to the hidden layers and from the output 
layer to the input layer or to the hidden layer. 
 
Both types of networks are trained either using supervised learning, in which the 
network is provided with the desired outputs and then trained to match those outputs, or 
unsupervised learning, in which the network is trained without providing the desired 
outputs. 
 
The network architectures used in this research come under the feedforward 
network and the feedback network. The two different architectures are used for 
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comparison of the performance of the network with feedback and without feedback. 
The two network architectures used in the study are described below. 
 
3.3 Feedforward backpropagation network 
 
The feedforward backpropagation network is a feedforward multi-layer 
perceptron (MLP) with the backpropagation algorithm used for training. The 
feedforward backpropagation architecture was introduced by Paul Werbos in 
1974(Hecht 1990). The backpropagation architecture is the most popular, effective, 
multi-layered network. The typical network has an input layer, an output layer and at 
least one hidden layer. Each layer in the network is fully connected to the succeeding 
layer. Figure 3.1 illustrates a general backpropagation network. 
 
 
Figure 3.1:Feedforward neural network 
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The backpropagation training algorithm network involves two steps- the forward 
pass and the backward pass. In the forward pass, the inputs are presented to each neuron 
in the hidden layer through a weight matrix multiplier. Subsequently, the summation of 
inputs in the hidden layer is performed and the bias is added. The output of each neuron 
in the hidden layer is processed by the activation function at that layer and the result is 
propagated to all the output layer neurons. This forward propagation can be visualized 
in figure 3.1. The obtained network output at that instant of time is compared to the 
actual output to determine the network error. This error is used to calculate new weight 
and bias values in the backward pass beginning at the output layer propagating 
backward through the hidden layers to the input layer. 
 
3.4 Recurrent network 
 
The network architecture that has been studied under the feedback network is 
the recurrent networks.  These networks are introduced in the late 1980’s by several 
researchers (Rumelhart, Hinton, and Williams etc.).This network distinguishes itself 
from the feedforward network in that it has at least one feedback loop. 
 
The recurrent network architectures range from fully interconnected to partially 
connected nets, including multilayer feedforward networks with distinct input and 
output layers. The feedback to the multilayer feedforward neural network can be added 
in two fundamental ways. Elman (1990) introduced the feedback from the hidden layer 
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to the input layer. Jordan (1989) introduced the feedback from the output layer to the 
nodes of the hidden layer and the input layer. Figure 3.2 below illustrates a recurrent 
network with feedbacks from output layer and hidden layer to hidden layer and input 
layer. 
 
Figure 3.2: Recurrent network 
 
The typical recurrent network has an input layer, an output layer and at least one 
hidden layer. It also has at least one feedback loop, either from the hidden layer to the 
input layer or the hidden layer or from the output layer to the hidden layer or to the 
input layer.  There are several training algorithms that can be used to train the recurrent 
network. As in the feedforward network, the inputs are initially presented to the neurons 
in the hidden layer and the output of the network is calculated in the same way as that of 
forward pass in the backpropagataion network. The network output is then compared to 
the actual output to obtain the network error. The obtained output is then fed back either 
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to the input layer or to the hidden layer with some time delay. For the calculation of the 
next output value at that instant of time, the network inputs are the current inputs and 
the previous outputs. The weights and the biases are adjusted according to the error –
correction algorithm employed in the network.  
 
  
 
 
 
CHAPTER 4 METHODOLOGY 
 
4.1 Breathing data 
 
Breathing data recorded at the Georgetown University medical center using the 
Synchrony ® respiratory tracking system is used for the research (Murphy 2006).  The 
data was collected from five randomly chosen lung cancer patients. The data was 
collected for a period of 50 minutes for each patient. The data was recorded at 30 Hz. 
The pattern of this data varies from patient to patient. Some have a regular breathing 
pattern while the breathing of others varies from slightly to highly irregular.  
 
4.2 Data Pre-Processing 
 
To improve the performance of the neural network used in the current study, the 
breathing data is normalized. Normalization of the breathing data removes any offset 
present in the data. The normalization was accomplished by using a sliding window 
technique over the incoming data. A sample size of 50 data points was used in this 
technique and the mean and the absolute maximum value of these 50 points were noted. 
These values were used in calculating the normalized value of the next incoming data 
point. This was done by subtracting the mean from the data points and dividing the 
difference by the absolute maximum value. This process is repeated on a rolling basis.  
14 
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Hence the signal is normalized to zero mean and has a range from -1 to +1. This 
normalization technique was used for all data used to train the two networks described 
below. 
 
4.3 Feedforward backpropagation neural network model 
 
The feedforward backpropagation network used for this research consists of 
three layers. The first layer, also called the input layer, consists of inputs that 
correspond to the time-delayed respiratory measurements. The second layer, or the 
hidden layer, consists of multiple neurons, each having a hyperbolic tangent (tanh) 
activation function. The third layer, or the output layer, consists of a single neuron that 
has the hyperbolic tangent activation function. As shown in the figure 4.1, the 
individual neurons are fully connected to produce network.  
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X(t-1) 
X(t-n) 
  1 
  2 
n+1 
Hidden 
layer 
neuron 
Hidden 
layer 
neuron 
Output 
neuron 
y(t+λ) 
   X(t) 
Input layer Hidden layer Output layer 
Tapped delay line Input nodes 
Figure 4.1:  Feedforward neural network model for prediction  
In figure 4.1, X represents the incoming breathing signal distributed by the 
tapped delay line to the input nodes of the neural network. There are a total of  
input nodes in the neural network. The hidden layer consists of number of neurons 
and the output layer consists of a single output neuron. The network output is provided 
by 
1+n
N
)( λ+ty  where λ  is the system latency. The outputs from the neurons in the hidden 
layer are transferred via the hyperbolic tangent activation function to the output neuron 
in the output layer. The output of the hidden layer is mathematically described in 
equations 4.1 - 4.3. 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) kkk bjiXjwiv +=∑ ,        4.1 
( ) ( )( iviy kk Φ= )         4.2 
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( ) ( )kBk tanh=Φ   ,        4.3 
 
where  
kw  -  weight vector containing the weights for each of the incoming inputs for all 
          neurons. N
kb  - the biases, and  
( )kΦ  - hyperbolic tangent activation function  
B  - activation gain.  
 
These outputs are connected to the output layer and its network output  is 
generally defined by the equation 4.2.   
ky
 
4.3.1 Network initialization 
 
The weights and biases of the network are initialized at random by the 
MATLAB program using some distribution. A value of 0.1 is used for the activation 
gain, B  from the equation 4.3. The weights are updated for each iteration using the 
Levenberg-Marquardt training algorithm. The training algorithm adjusts the weights to 
minimize the difference between the desired output and the network output.  A set of 20 
tapped delay lines were used along with 2 neurons in the hidden layer initially. 
However, the number of tapped delay lines and also the number of neurons in the 
hidden layer were later optimized using genetic algorithms. Due to the closeness of the 
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data points, the input data was down sampled from 30Hz to 10Hz before feeding into 
the network. The output from the network is predicted in multiples of 100 milliseconds 
up to 500 ms.  
 
4.3.2 Training procedure 
 
Typically, the gradient descent method is used for training and the weights and 
biases are combined into a single array, x . Using this method, the weight change ( ) 
in a network is proportional to the negative gradient of the cost function (C) with 
respect to a specific weight as given in Equation 4.4. The proportionality constant, α, is 
the learning rate parameter. It determines the rate at which the network adapts to the 
output errors Mandic (2001). 
xΔ
         
   
x
Cx ∂
∂−=Δ α          4.4 
 
The speed of convergence is slow with the gradient descent method. To increase 
the speed of convergence, the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm was used. Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm is an iterative technique that locates the minimum of a multivariate 
function that is expressed as the sum of squares of non-linear least squares problems. 
This algorithm is a combination of steepest descent and the Gauss-Newton method. 
When the current solution is far from the correct one, the algorithm behaves like a 
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steepest descent method. When the current solution is close to the correct solution, it 
becomes a Gauss-Newton method. 
 
The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm was used to train the network in the current 
research. The first 400 data points were used for training and the network was trained 
for 200 epochs. The trained network was tested on the remaining data points.  The 
training process used a moving window statistics method. The method involves using a 
fixed number of data points as input to the network at each moment ( λ−t ). Using this 
input, an output is calculated. The window is then moved one sample forward and the 
process is repeated until the 400 data points are exhausted. This constitutes an epoch. 
By the end of an epoch, the weights are adjusted. The network is then trained for 
another epoch and the process is repeated until acceptable performance is achieved. The 
weights obtained at the end of this process are used for the prediction and the network is 
said to have converged. The network output from the converged network at an instant of 
time n, y(n), is compared to the desired output d(n) to determine the error. 
 
  Equation 4.5 defines the error function at the output neuron at iteration i and 
training sample n. The summed squared error(C) is calculated using equation 4.6. 
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The weights and biases of the network are updated according to Equation 4.7. 
            4.7
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where 
  - matrix containing the current weights and biases,  nx
1+nx  - matrix containing the new weights and biases,  
e -  network error for the entire training data,   
J -  Jacobian matrix containing the first derivative of the error with respect to  
       the weights and biases as given in equation 4.9, 
I   - identity matrix, and  
μ  - the inverse learning rate that increases or decreases based on the  
       performance.  
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The partial derivative of the error with respect to the specific weights and the 
biases is given according to the chain rule of calculus by the following equation 4.10. 
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where  
   x- is the matrix containing the weights and biases 
   e- error signal 
   y- the network output 
   v- vector containing  the product of the weights and inputs  
 On differentiating both sides, 
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The terms in the equation 4.10 are calculated using the standard 
backpropagation algorithm and their values are given in equations 4.11 through 4.13 
Haykin (1999).  
 
The error is recalculated by updating the weights using equation 4.8. If this new 
calculated error is less than the error from the previous epoch, then the parameter μ is 
divided by the factor β, a constant value initialized by the user, and the weights are 
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updated again and a new epoch is started. Whenever there is an increase in error, μ is 
multiplied by β and ∆x is calculated and the process is repeated until the network is 
converged.  The algorithm is assumed to have converged when the sum of squares has 
been reduced to some error goal. The value of μ is initially set to 1 and β to 1.05.  As μ 
becomes large, the algorithm becomes similar to the gradient descent method. However, 
when μ is small, the algorithm becomes Gauss- Newton’s method, Hagan (1994). 
 
4.3.3 Prediction 
 
After training the network for 200 epochs, it was tested with the remaining data. 
The testing data has a sample size of 3000 data points. The weights at the end of the 
training were applied to the signal during testing. The weights delayed by λ are applied 
to the signal at time t to obtain the network output y(t+ λ ). The output is calculated 
using equations 4.1 and 4.2 and is compared with the desired output to obtain the error. 
Equation 4.14 below gives the normalized root mean square (nRMSE) difference 
between the desired output and the network output over all the test data points. 
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where 
kd  - the kth observation,  
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ky  -  the network output of the kth observation, and  
mσ  - mean of all the observations.  
The nRMSE calculated from the Equation 4.10 above identifies the accuracy of 
the network predictability for different breathing behaviors. The nRMSE value indicates 
the correlation between the network output and the desired output. A high nRMSE 
value indicates a lack of correlation whereas a low nRMSE reflects a better correlation 
indicating a better prediction. The nRMSE value was calculated for all five patients 
under different prediction times.  
 
4.4 Recurrent network model 
 
The recurrent network model is the second artificial neural network used in the 
project. In this network, the outputs are feedback to the input layer of the network. 
Similarly to the feedforward backpropagation network, three layers were used in this 
network. The first layer or the input layer consists of a tapped delay line and input 
nodes through which the input breathing data is fed to the second layer, also called the 
hidden layer. However, this network is different from the feedforward backpropagation 
network in that it takes output from the third layer, the output layer, and feeds it to the 
input layer through a tapped delay line and input nodes.  The hidden layer consists of 
multiple neurons but the output layer only has a single output neuron. The hidden layer 
and the output layer use the hyperbolic tangent function as the activation function. 
Figure 4.2 below shows a schematic of the recurrent network model used for this study.  
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I(t-1) Input 
neuron 
Input   
Neuron 
Output 
neuron 
y(t+λ) 
  I(t) 
Input layer Hidden layer Output layer 
Tapped delay line Input nodes 
I(t-n) 
y(t-p) 
y(t-1) 
         y(t) 
Figure 4.2:  Recurrent network model for prediction 
In Figure 4.2, the inputs I(t-1) to I(t-n) represent the incoming breathing signal 
distributed by the tapped delay line to the input nodes of the network. Conversely, the 
inputs y(t-1) to y(t-p) represents the output that is fed back with delays to the input 
nodes of the network along with the incoming signal. The hidden layer consists of N 
neurons. The outputs from these neurons are transferred via the hyperbolic tangent 
activation function to the output neuron in the output layer. The output from the hidden 
layer is mathematically described by equations 4.15 and 4.16. The network output is 
represented in figure 4.2 as y(t+λ). 
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where 
I  - matrix containing the window of inputs and the outputs that are fed back to 
       the input layer,  
kw  - weight vector containing the weights for each of the incoming inputs and  
       the  outputs in the input layer for all N neurons, 
   - the biases, and  kb
( )kΦ  - the hyperbolic tangent activation function as given by equation 4.3. 
  The hidden layer outputs are connected to the output layer as inputs. The output 
from the output layer is the network output which is also defined by equation 4.16.   ky
 
4.4.1 Training process  
 
The training of time-delayed recurrent networks is slow compared to 
feedforward networks. To speed up the training process, the Levenberg-Marquardt 
algorithm, a second order method, is used. It is an efficient method for training 
recurrent networks. 
 
Similar to the training process used for the feedforward backpropagation 
network as mentioned in section 4.3.2, the recurrent network was initialized with 
random weights and biases and trained using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. A 
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sample size of 400 data points was used for training. For comparison purposes, the 
number of epochs used to train this network was the same as used to train the 
feedforward backpropagation network. The moving window standardizations are 
applied to this network also. The network was trained for a certain number of iterations 
until the desired performance was achieved.  The network weights obtained are used to 
test the remaining data. The network output at an instant of time n, y (n), is compared to 
the desired output (n) to determine the error. The error function and the function for 
the sum of squares of the error are calculated as given by equations 4.5 and 4.6 
respectively. 
d
 
  The weights and biases of the network are updated according to equation 4.7. 
The parameter μ is initialized to 1.  The value of μ  is increased or decreased during 
learning based on the performance. Training with the Levenberg –Marquardt algorithm 
provides a faster and better convergence than first order methods such as the gradient- 
descent method. 
 
4.4.2 Prediction 
After training the network over a certain number of epochs, the network weights 
are finalized and are used for testing. The data used for testing include a sample size of 
3000 data points and does not include the 400 used for network training. The weights, 
delayed by λ , are applied to the signal at time t to obtain the network output )( λ+ty . 
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The output is calculated using equations 4.15 and 4.16 and is compared with the desired 
output to obtain the error. The nRMSE values for the recurrent networks are obtained 
like they were with the feedforward backpropagation network using equation 4.14. The 
obtained nRMSE values of these two networks are compared in chapters 5 and 6 to 
differentiate the performance of the networks for different breathing behaviors. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
CHAPTER 5 OPTIMIZATION USING GENETIC ALGORITHM 
 
5.1 Introduction 
 
The ability of a neural network to predict depends on the factors that affect the 
accuracy of the network. Examples of these factors include number of inputs, size of the 
hidden layer, number of hidden layers etc. To achieve good predictability, optimum 
values of these factors need to be identified. Several optimization techniques are 
currently being used for the optimization of the desired parameters in a given design 
space. Among those techniques, a genetic algorithm is one such technique that is widely 
used for the optimization of parameters in the neural networks.  
 
5.2 Optimization and details 
 
Optimization is the mathematical method that uses the numerical algorithms and 
techniques for improving the system’s performance, cost etc. The tasks to be performed 
in a typical optimization process are listed below Arora (2004). 
 
1 Definition of Problem statement 
2 Definition of design variables 
3 Identification of objective function 
28 
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4 Identification of constraints 
 
5.2.1 Definition of Problem statement 
 
The optimization process begins by developing a description statement for the 
problem.  In this research, the major concern is to obtain the best prediction accuracy. 
The accuracy varies depending on the number of inputs and number of hidden layer 
neurons chosen. So the goal of optimization is to obtain the lowest nRMSE value by 
choosing the optimum values of the factors affecting the accuracy of the network.  
 
5.2.2 Design variables 
 
The second step in the optimization process is to choose the design variables 
that need to be optimized. These are also called as free variables because they can be 
assigned any values. Different values of these variables provide different systems. In the 
research, the total number of inputs and the number of hidden layer neurons were 
chosen as the design variables, as different values of these factors provide different 
nRMSE values. Figure 5.1 below illustrates a simple feed forward network with the 
design variables to be optimized. 
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Figure 5.1: Simple feedforward network with a single hidden layer 
Image from Haykin (1999) 
 
5.2.3 Identification of the objective function 
 
The third step in the optimization process is to identify the objective function. 
This is a function that needs to be minimized or maximized depending on the problem 
requirements. In this research, the nRMSE value was selected as the objective function, 
and it needs to be minimized. This is because the lower the nRMSE value, the better the 
prediction accuracy. So, the nRMSE value needs to be optimized to minimum to 
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improve the accuracy. The objective function for the optimization is given in equation 
5.1. 
 
Minimize 
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5.2.4 Constraints 
 
The final step is to define all the constraints in the prediction process. The 
restriction placed on parameters and their values is called a constraint. For the purposes 
of this study, both the number of inputs and the number of hidden layer neurons need to 
be restricted. The range for the number of inputs was selected to be restricted to 
between 2 and 20 inputs. This range is chosen because having more than 20 inputs 
might result in over-fitting and requires more processing time. The constraint for the 
number of neurons in the hidden layer is also the same: 2 to 20. As per the general rule 
of thumb, the number of neurons in the hidden layer should be in a range between the 
size of inputs to the input layer and the output layer. Also, having more neurons 
increases the number of weights used and might result in an increase in error due to 
which prediction accuracy decreases. Hence, a constraint was placed to have both the 
values to be less than 20.  
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All these optimization steps are implemented using a soft computing technique 
called genetic algorithm and was implemented in MATLAB. The next few sections 
describe the genetic algorithm. 
 
5.3 Genetic algorithm for optimization 
 
There are several optimization techniques such as constrained optimization and 
particle swarm optimization that can be used to optimize parameters - the number of 
inputs and the number of hidden layer neurons that will improve the predictability of a 
neural network in this study. However, these techniques are either too slow or too 
complicated. Genetic algorithm is used in this study for optimization because it is 
relatively fast and it also makes it easy to exploit previous and alternate solutions. It is a 
search technique used in computing to find the exact or approximate solutions for 
optimization and search problems. Genetic algorithms are categorized as global search 
heuristics. They are part of a particular class of evolutionary algorithms and use 
techniques inspired by evolutionary biology such as inheritance, mutation, selection, 
and crossover. Genetic algorithms use randomization in selecting the values in a design 
space. The design space in this research is set to a minimum value of 2 and a maximum 
value of 20. 
5.4 Components of a genetic algorithm 
 
There are several components to a genetic algorithm and they are listed below:  
1. Encoding schemes 
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2. Fitness function 
3. Reproduction 
4. Crossover  
5. Mutation 
 
5.4.1 Encoding Schemes 
 
The points in the design space of this search - the number of inputs and the 
number of hidden layer neurons - both ranging between 2 and 20, are encoded as binary 
bit strings called chromosomes. Each bit position in the chromosome is called a gene. A 
total of 5 bits each were used for both the number of inputs and the number of neurons.  
The chromosomes are used for the evaluation of the fitness function described in 
Section 5.2.3. The population size for this study is chosen to be 25.  
 
5.4.2 Fitness function 
 
In the case of an optimization problem, the fitness function is the same as the 
objective function. The objective function is to minimize the nRMSE value between the 
desired output and the network output of the neural network as described in section 
5.2.3. Hence the best fitness function is the obtained minimum nRMSE value for a 
combination of inputs and neurons. Before the evaluation of the fitness function, it is 
required to convert the binary values of the inputs and the neurons back to decimal 
values. This conversion is made according to equation 5.1. 
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mabaP nb 12 −
−+= ,        5.1 
 
where 
( ba, )- lower and upper bound of search interval 
nb - number of bits 
  m- decimal value of the parameter in the binary form 
 
Once the fitness function is evaluated with the initial population (i.e., the first 
chromosome that has the selected random value for the inputs and neurons), a new 
population is generated using three genetic operators: reproduction, crossover and 
mutation. 
 
5.4.3 Reproduction 
 
Based on the fitness values of the chromosomes, two parent chromosomes are 
picked from the initial population for the selection procedure and are used by the 
crossover and mutation operators that are described in the later sections. These parent 
chromosomes are used to produce two offspring for a new population. The chromosome 
having a higher fitness value has the higher probability of being selected for 
reproduction. Reproduction is responsible for the survival of the fittest and death of 
others based on this probabilistic treatment. 
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5.4.4 Crossover 
 
Once a pair of chromosomes is selected, new chromosomes are generated 
through crossover. The crossover function retains the good features from the previous 
generation. Figure 5.2 shows a schematic with a crossover between two chromosomes. 
One of the parent chromosomes in the figure has 4 inputs and 7 neurons while the other 
has 2 inputs and 15 neurons. Using a one point crossover, two new chromosomes are 
generated. The new chromosomes are different from their parents in the sense that first 
one has 4 inputs and 15 neurons while the second has 2 inputs and 7 neurons. The 
crossover is applied to randomly selected pairs of chromosomes with the probability 
defined by a pre-defined crossover rate.  
  
00100 00111
00010 01111 00010 00111
00100 01111
crossover point 
Off spring Parents 
Inputs size Neurons size 
Figure 5.2:  one point crossover between chromosomes 
 
The crossover probability (crossover rate) reflects the probability of the selected 
chromosomes surviving to the next generation unchanged. To achieve better results, a 
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higher crossover rate has to be selected. Selecting a higher crossover rate retains the 
good features of the chromosomes into the next generations. Thus, a fixed crossover 
rate of 0.9 is chosen for this study. 
 
5.4.5 Mutation 
 
One of the issues with using crossover to produce the next generation is that if 
all chromosomes in the initial population have the same bit value at a particular 
position, then all future offspring will have the same value at that position. In other 
words, if the entire parent population has a particular feature, the feature will pass on to 
the entire next generation. To overcome this situation, a mutation operator is used. The 
mutation process also protects Genetic Algorithms against irrecoverable loss of good 
solution features. Figure 5.3 shows the mutation operation schematically. The mutation 
operator changes the character of some chromosomes with a fixed probability, also 
called the mutation rate. For example, mutation changes the genes from 1 to 0 and vice 
versa. The mutation rate is usually very low and is typically of the order of about one bit 
change in a 1000 bits tested. Each bit in every chromosome is checked for possible 
mutation by generating a random number between zero and one. If this number is less 
than or equal to the given mutation probability (e.g. 0.001) then the bit value is 
changed. For the purposes of this research, a mutation probability of 0.2 is used.  
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Figure 5.3: Mutation of a chromosome. 
 
Once the mutation is completed, a cycle of the simple genetic algorithm is 
considered to be complete. The maximum number of iterations chosen for the 
optimization was 500 for this research. Selecting a large number of iterations would 
lead to a selection of several different chromosomes in the search process. Given below 
is a sequence of steps that were used to complete the genetic algorithm optimization. 
1). The population size is chosen with randomly generated individuals. 
2). The population is evaluated. 
3). The fitness function is calculated for individuals. If the resulting value of the fitness 
function is the best, the process is terminated else, 
4). If the termination criteria is not satisfied 
 Parents are selected for reproduction, 
 Crossover and mutation operations are performed 
 Population from the new generation is evaluated, and 
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 Fitness function is calculated again. 
5). The steps 1-4 are repeated until the termination condition is met. 
 
After the completion of the optimization process, the obtained optimum values 
are used for the network prediction to improve accuracy. This genetic algorithm using 
MATLAB is implemented for both the networks described in chapter 4. The optimum 
values are obtained for all the five patients and for different prediction times. The 
results of this optimization are presented in chapter 7. The M-file for the above 
optimization process using genetic algorithm is given in appendix C. 
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CHAPTER 6 PREDICTION RESULTS 
6.1 Introduction 
 
 This chapter describes the results obtained by using the two neural network 
models – the feedforward backpropagation network and the recurrent network. The 
results are obtained for all the five patients using different prediction times. The 
prediction times range from 100 milliseconds to 500 milliseconds in increments of 100 
milliseconds. The performance of the two networks are compared for a given prediction 
time.  
 In addition, the performance of the neural networks for different combination of 
inputs and hidden layer neurons is provided. For the feedforward backpropagation 
network, the combination of a fixed number of inputs with a varying number of hidden 
layer neurons is observed. For the recurrent network, the performance of the network 
for different number of outputs fed back is also recorded. These observations are 
explained in detail in the sections that follow.   
 
6.2 Breathing data 
 
 Figures 6.1 through 6.5 represent the breathing behavior of the five patients. The 
breathing behavior varies from regular breathing to highly irregular breathing. 
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 The breathing pattern for patient 1 is an irregular breathing behavior with long 
and complex transients interrupting the signal. The transients might be a result of 
interruptions like coughing, body movement, etc., during breathing. These transients 
were removed from the data before performing any analysis. However, as seen in figure 
6.1, there are still other irregularities in the breathing signal that make the neural 
network prediction at the irregularity a challenging task.
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Figure 6.1: Patient 1 breathing data 
 
 Figure 6.2 represents a very regular breathing behavior with no transients. This 
type of behavior is easy to predict and can also be accurately predicted using other 
techniques like linear filters, Murphy (2006). 
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Figure 6.2: Patient 2 breathing data 
  
 
The breathing behavior shown in figure 6.3 is the most erratic of all the behaviors 
studied.  Not only does it have a shift in amplitude at 65 seconds and another at 200 
seconds, but the signal amplitude range after the shift also varies, initially circa ±0.015, 
then ±0.020, and finally ±0.025. This kind of behavior is very difficult to predict and 
linear filters are not able to adapt to such a signal. 
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Figure 6.3: Patient 3 breathing data 
 Figure 6.4 represents a moderately regular breathing behavior. The amplitude in 
this signal increases slowly along with and upward drift and the signal becomes quasi 
regular. This behavior is difficult to predict compared to the regular breathing behavior 
shown in figure 6.2.  
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Figure 6.4: Patient 4 breathing data 
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 The figure 6.5 represents a quasi regular behavior with many short irregular 
transients in between. The prediction of the short transients is difficult for the networks 
to adapt. 
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Figure 6.5: Patient 5 breathing data 
6.3 Irregularity in the breathing data 
 
 Irregularity in the breathing data is measured using the Fourier spectrum of the 
breathing data. A stationary periodic signal will have a narrow Fourier spectrum around 
fundamental frequency whereas a complex signal will have a broader Fourier spectrum 
around the fundamental frequency. Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show the Fourier spectrum of a 
regular breathing behavior (patient 2) and an irregular breathing behavior (patient 5).  
As seen in figure 6.6 patient 2 has a narrower Fourier spectrum around the fundamental 
frequency, 0.035 rad/sec.  However patient 5 has a broad Fourier spectrum with no clear 
fundamental frequency, thus indicating a very irregular signal. 
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Figure 6.6: Fourier spectrum of patient 2 breathing data 
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Figure 6.7: Fourier spectrum of patient 5 breathing data. 
  To further quantify the irregularity of the breathing, Murphy (2006) 
showed that from the Fourier spectrum, the spectral density of the data can be obtained 
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and from that the dispersion in the spectral power around the dominant frequency can 
be calculated. The dispersion increases with the complexity of the signal.  
 
6.4 Neural Networks results 
 
 The breathing data of all patients were used in both the networks for prediction. 
The results of the prediction are given in Tables 6.1 and 6.2.  
Patient number 
Prediction time (ms) 1 2 3 4 5 
100 17.372 12.365 5.313 17.017 27.059 
200 30.368 16.789 11.895 23.049 40.302 
300 42.245 21.912 23.596 37.535 47.328 
400 54.434 26.131 24.956 50.219 57.048 
500 63.624 30.962 25.98 59.598 72.817 
 
Table 6.1: Normalized root mean square error (nRMSE x 100) for feedforward 
network 
Patient number 
Prediction time (ms) 1 2 3 4 5 
100 18.068 13.69 7.5476 15.04 48.18 
200 33.611 17.663 16.712 25.816 57.493 
300 44.123 22.709 23.77 43.907 65.056 
400 54.557 27.921 25.414 60.972 69.497 
500 58.619 31.691 26.254 66.1 73.059 
Table 6.2: Normalized root mean square error (nRMSE x 100) for recurrent 
network 
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 Table 6.1 shows the nRMSE values for the prediction of the feedforward 
backpropagation network for different prediction times. Table 6.2 provides the nRMSE 
values for the recurrent network prediction for different prediction times. The nRMSE 
values are for 20 tapped delay lines and 2 hidden layer neurons. A brief of comparison 
of these results is given in the sections below. 
 
6.4.1 Comparison of network performance 
 
 The networks performance is judged by comparing the nRMSE values. A lower 
nRMSE value is considered to show a better prediction. A nRMSE value of 100% 
implies that the network doesn’t have the capability to predict. Tables 6.1 and 6.2 
illustrate that the performance of the two networks is somewhat comparable. However, 
the feedforward backpropagation network outperformed the recurrent network for all 
prediction times. Also, the nRMSE values demonstrate that the feedforward 
backpropagation network is more accurate at prediction for all types of breathing 
behaviors, including the irregular breathing. Figures 6.8 through 6.12 show the output 
prediction plots for all the patients for 300ms prediction for feedforward 
backpropagation network and Figures 6.13 through 6.17 for the recurrent network.  
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Figure 6.8: Patient 1 Prediction for backpropagation network 
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Figure 6.9: Patient 2 Prediction for backpropagation network 
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Figure 6.10: Patient 3 Prediction for backpropagation network 
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Figure 6.11:  Patient 4 Prediction for backpropagation network 
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Figure 6.12: Patient 5 Prediction for backpropagation network 
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Figure 6.13: Patient 1 Prediction for recurrent network 
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Figure 6.14: Patient 2 Prediction for recurrent network 
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Figure 6.15: Patient 3 Prediction for recurrent network 
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Figure 6.16: Patient 4 Prediction for recurrent network 
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Figure 6.17: Patient 5 Prediction for recurrent network 
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 Both the networks were better at predicting the breathing behavior for patient 2 
when compared with the breathing data of other patients. This performance shows that 
the networks are very good at predicting regular breathing patterns. Even though the 
performance of both the networks for the patient 3 over the entire data appears good, the 
performance of the networks is actually worse compared to other patients. This is due to 
the shifts in patient 3 data at 65 seconds and 200 seconds. These shifts increase the 
mean of the data, σ, and thus artificially decreasing the nRMSE. When the nRMSE is 
measured during the periods before and after the shifts, the nRMSE increases 
substantially (see section 6.5). This shows that the networks are unable to predict well 
for irregular breathing patterns at higher prediction times.  
 
 The performance of the recurrent networks was found to be dependant on the 
number of outputs fed back to the input layer. The effect of varying this number is 
explained in the following section. 
 
6.4.2 Selection of number of outputs fed back to the input for recurrent network 
 
 It was found that when the number of outputs fed back as input exceeded the 
number of inputs from the actual incoming input data, the outputs had more impact on 
the results than the actual incoming data. To avoid this, a maximum of 5 outputs were 
allowed in the feedback loop. Also, the impact of the number of outputs fed back to the 
input layer over the resulting nRMSE values was observed. This observation was 
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conducted for a network with 20 input delays and 2 hidden layer neurons for the data 
from patient 1 with a 300 milliseconds prediction time. Figure 6.18 shows the impacts. 
It can be seen from figure 6.18 that the lowest nRMSE value is obtained by using 4 as 
the number of outputs to be fed back to the network. Hence, the number of outputs to be 
fed back was chosen as 4. The network was run three times before confirming 4 as the 
value. In addition to this value, a variation in the number of inputs and the size of the 
hidden layer neurons also impacts the accuracy of the network.  
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Figure 6.18: Selection of outputs as feed back to input layer in recurrent network 
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6.4.3 Effect of varying the number of inputs with fixed number of hidden neurons 
and vice versa 
 
 The number of inputs and the number of neurons in the hidden layer were 
identified as two individual factors that impact the accuracy of neural networks. To 
identify the impact of each factor, its value was changed while keeping the value of the 
other factors fixed. Initially, the number of inputs and the number of the hidden layer 
neurons was selected as 20 and 2 respectively. Figure 6.19 plots the change in nRMSE 
values for a different number of neurons while having a fixed number of inputs in a 
recurrent neural network. The number of hidden layer neurons was varied from 2 to 20, 
while the number of inputs was fixed at 20. It can be seen from the figure that the 
performance of the neural network improves with an increase in the number of neurons 
up to a certain extent, but the performance decreases with a further increase in the 
number of neurons. This effect is observed for the two neural networks. The impact of 
an increase in the number of inputs while having a fixed number of neurons was also 
found to be similar. Both neural networks show an increase in performance that 
decreases with a further increase in the number of inputs. To find the optimum 
combination of these two factors, a genetic algorithm optimization was conducted. This 
process is described in detail in Chapter 5.  
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Figure 6.19: Variation in nRMSE values for varying the number of hidden layer 
neurons (Patient 3, 300 ms prediction, recurrent network) 
6.5 Network prediction results discussion 
 
 As mentioned in Section 6.4, the accuracy of the prediction of neural networks 
decreases with the presence of irregular transients in the breathing data. These transients 
might have been a result of factors like coughing or body movement of the patient. The 
disease condition of a patient might impact the breathing behavior and can cause 
transients. If these transients are very long, they need to be removed from the breathing 
data before treating a patient. These transients can be observed in figure 6.20.  
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Figure 6.20: Patient 1 breathing data with transients 
 
 The neural networks used in this study were able to adapt to irregular transients 
for a prediction time below100 ms. However, for prediction times above 100 ms, the 
networks were not able to adapt so rapidly. Hence when prediction times larger than 
100 ms are used, the transients need to be removed during the treatment of a patient (see 
figures 6.1 and 6.20 for patient 1).  
 
 When the accuracy of the results of the two networks was compared, the 
feedforward backpropagation network was found to be better. The recurrent network 
was found to be less accurate even though it uses previous outputs as input. Also, the 
processing speed of the recurrent network was found to be slow. On average, the 
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recurrent network took twice as long to train compared to the backpropagation network. 
This might be a result of using the previous output data as input to the network. 
 
 As discussed in the previous section, the prediction with breathing data for 
patient 3 is particularly interesting because of a large shifts in the data at 65 and 200 
seconds.. Figures 6.8 through 6.12 show the desired and the network output for the 5 
breathing patterns of the feedforward backpropagation network. Upon initial calculation 
of the nRMSE from the figures, breathing pattern 3 has the lowest error. But upon 
closer inspection, when measuring the nRMSE value over a smaller period of time for 
the patient 3 using both of the networks shows that the nRMSE increases significantly, 
in fact there is almost no prediction for 500 ms prediction time, nRMSE is 95%.  
 
 
Patient 3 
Prediction time Delays Neurons nRMSE x 100 
100 20 2 21.725 
200 20 2 38.735 
300 20 2 59.951 
400 20 2 81.759 
500 20 2 95.028 
 
Table 6.3: Backpropagation network prediction for time 250<t<334 seconds 
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Patient 3 
Prediction time Delays Neurons nRMSE x 100 
100 20 2 22.133 
200 20 2 40.907 
300 20 2 67.386 
400 20 2 85.69 
500 20 2 95.732 
 
 
Table 6.4: Recurrent network prediction for time 250<t<334 seconds 
 
 Tables 6.3 and 6.4 show the nRMSE values for the time period between 250 and 
334 seconds for the feedforward backpropagation and the recurrent neural networks 
respectively. It can be observed from these tables that the nRMSE values are higher 
than those for the other 4 breathing patterns. This is shown in Figures 6.21 and 6.22.  
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Figure 6.21: Backpropagation network prediction for 250<t<335 seconds 
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Figure 6.22: Recurrent network prediction for 250<t<335 seconds 
 
6.6 Summary 
 
 Chapter 6 described the performance of the two neural networks- the 
feedforward backpropagation network and the recurrent network. It is also described 
that the variation the factors varies the accuracy of prediction of the network. So, 
optimization of these factors is required to improve the accuracy of the network. The 
results obtained for the optimum selection of these factors is described in the chapter 7. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
CHAPTER 7 OPTIMIZATION RESULTS   
 
7.1 Introduction 
 
 This chapter describes the results of optimizing specific neural network 
parameters to improve its performance. The two parameters – number of inputs, and 
number of hidden layer neurons were optimized to improve the prediction accuracy of 
the neural networks. A brief description is given on this optimization process and the 
network performance using the optimized values in the sections that follow. The 
performance of the network with fixed parameters is also presented for comparative 
purposes. 
 
7.2 Optimization Results 
 
 The performance of the feedforward backpropagation network and the recurrent 
networks with fixed parameters - 20 inputs and 2 hidden layer neurons – are presented 
in chapter 6. These parameters are optimized using genetic algorithm for 500 iterations. 
These 500 iterations involved a total of 1250 chromosomes. Among those 
chromosomes, the 50 with the best fitness function (i.e., lower nRMSE value) are 
presented in Tables 7.1 and 7.2. These tables show the results for patient 2 data with 
300ms for the feedforward and the recurrent network respectively. It can be observed 
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from the tables that different combination of inputs and hidden layer neurons give 
different values for the nRMSE. The effect of this combination for the feedforward 
network is plotted in the Figure 7.1. It is to be noted that the nRMSE value of a 
chromosome varies even if the same chromosome is evaluated twice. This is due to the 
fact that the weights of the network are initialized at random for each combination. This 
variation in weights leads to different nRMSE values for the same combination of 
inputs and hidden layer neurons.  
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Inputs Neurons nRMSE x 100 
2 2 20.256 
3 10 19.566 
3 10 22.995 
3 11 27.301 
4 12 19.605 
4 15 20.804 
4 8 20.89 
4 15 22.37 
4 18 25.033 
5 3 18.166 
5 15 19.204 
5 3 19.322 
5 8 25.446 
6 11 27.735 
8 13 18.257 
8 19 23.549 
8 10 23.969 
8 17 24.117 
8 12 25.394 
8 12 47.181 
10 3 18.504 
10 8 20.984 
10 11 26.147 
11 15 19.491 
11 4 21.32 
11 6 21.75 
11 16 22.413 
11 4 32.118 
12 11 18.317 
12 6 18.781 
12 14 22.153 
12 5 23.068 
12 3 27.345 
13 20 22.735 
14 12 22.496 
14 14 25.625 
15 12 18.141 
15 4 20.47 
15 14 23.077 
15 8 23.282 
15 8 35.809 
16 4 21.961 
16 3 22.482 
16 3 26.435 
17 4 30.506 
18 5 19.138 
18 14 20.302 
19 8 19.141 
19 18 22.137 
19 3 23.17 
 
Table 7.1: Backpropagation network optimization data for Patient 2, 300ms 
prediction 
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Table 7.2: Recurrent network optimization data for Patient 2, 300ms prediction 
Inputs Neurons nRMSE x 100 
2 11 26.763 
2 14 30.569 
2 10 60.267 
2 10 63.169 
2 11 84.787 
3 14 44.108 
3 11 44.897 
3 20 69.167 
3 15 98.662 
4 7 20.639 
4 16 29.786 
4 18 54.246 
4 14 116.63 
5 7 29.349 
5 11 42.477 
5 20 110.66 
7 4 25.525 
7 14 66.937 
7 18 118.35 
7 17 144.65 
7 19 153.69 
8 6 23.124 
8 7 24.655 
8 12 41.483 
8 19 86.898 
8 17 190.02 
9 14 180.45 
10 6 21.909 
10 5 23.476 
10 8 34.361 
10 7 37.866 
10 8 70.865 
10 14 89.324 
10 15 99.127 
11 3 21.219 
12 19 67.272 
12 18 104.16 
12 20 138.38 
13 14 135.09 
13 19 142.45 
15 20 112.68 
15 18 209.39 
16 14 113.1 
17 19 149.88 
18 19 72.507 
19 5 28.64 
19 14 87.994 
19 18 94.681 
19 19 121.89 
20 16 155.64 
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Figure 7.1: Optimization plot for number of inputs and hidden layer neurons 
(Patient 2, 300 ms prediction, feedforward backpropagation network) 
 
 The results of the optimization for the feedforward backpropagation network are 
shown in Table 7.3. Table 7.4 gives the optimization results for the recurrent network 
using 2 previous outputs as inputs to the network. It can be observed from Tables 7.3 
and 7.4 that the prediction accuracy of the networks improved after optimization and the 
results for the feedforward network are better compared to the recurrent network even 
after optimization.  
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Patient Number Prediction time(ms) Inputs Neurons nRMSE x 100 
100 2 12 13.118 
200 3 6 24.436 
300 7 3 35.641 
400 3 2 44.75 
P1 
500 3 3 53.143 
100 3 11 8.5284 
200 3 18 12.798 
300 15 12 18.141 
400 3 7 21.649 
P2 
500 2 5 25.435 
100 2 2 2.8258 
200 4 17 6.3814 
300 6 14 7.6837 
400 10 10 11.561 
P3 
500 12 19 12.238 
100 3 10 13.209 
200 10 5 21.63 
300 9 2 29.416 
400 12 4 40.066 
P4 
500 5 10 47.666 
100 5 12 20.735 
200 11 3 32.921 
300 5 2 43.712 
400 3 4 57.789 
P5 
500 18 2 65.772 
 
Table 7.3: Optimization results for backpropagataion network 
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Patient Number Prediction time(ms) Inputs Neurons nRMSE x 100 
100 3 2 14.476 
200 3 2 23.98 
300 4 2 33.808 
400 8 5 51.118 
P1 
500 6 5 59.961 
100 12 3 10.14 
200 3 9 13.875 
300 4 7 20.639 
400 11 3 23.684 
P2 
500 6 2 27.897 
100 3 7 3.5455 
200 12 14 5.8879 
300 9 17 9.9736 
400 4 14 11.345 
P3 
500 13 19 11.42 
100 8 4 14.061 
200 8 3 22.949 
300 8 3 29.869 
400 6 4 41.886 
P4 
500 9 3 47.803 
100 8 3 21.854 
200 2 5 36.775 
300 8 4 51.235 
400 2 2 60.19 
P5 
500 20 4 82.136 
 
Table 7.4: Optimization results for recurrent network 
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 The optimum values of the two parameters differed with prediction times for all 
5 patients. Figures 7.2 – 7.6 and 7.7 – 7.11 shows the prediction plots after optimization 
with 500ms prediction time for the feedforward and recurrent networks, respectively. 
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Figure 7.2: Patient 1 prediction for backpropagation network 
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Figure 7.3: Patient 2 prediction for backpropagation network 
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Figure 7.4: Patient 3 prediction for backpropagation network 
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Figure 7.5: Patient 4 prediction for backpropagation network 
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Figure 7.6: Patient 5 prediction for backpropagation network 
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Figure 7.7: Patient 1 prediction for recurrent network 
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Figure 7.8: Patient 2 prediction for recurrent network 
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Figure 7.9: Patient 3 prediction for recurrent network 
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Figure 7.10: Patient 4 prediction for recurrent network 
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Figure 7.11: Patient 5 prediction for recurrent network 
 
 
 The results in tables 7.3 and 7.4 show that the nRMSE values for patient 3 are 
very low. However, the figures 7.4 and 7.9 indicate that the prediction is very poor. The 
reason for this discrepancy is discussed in Section 7.3. Comparing the prediction results 
of all other patients, the tables show that patient 2 data has the most accurate prediction. 
This is primarily due to the fact that patient 2 have the most regular breathing behavior. 
It can also be observed from the tables that, occasionally, the prediction for the 
recurrent networks appears better than the feedforward network after optimization. For 
example, in the case of patient 3, 500ms prediction, the recurrent network performance 
is better than the feed forward backpropagation network. However, if one were to 
compare the results from tables 6.1 and 6.2 in chapter 6 to the post optimization results 
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in tables 7.3 and 7.4, the recurrent network with 500ms prediction time for patient 5 did 
not result in a better prediction than the prediction with 20 inputs and 2 neurons.  
 
7.3 Discussion 
 
 In general, the parameters optimized with genetic algorithm resulted in better 
prediction compared to those that are not optimized. Genetic algorithms select the 
chromosomes at random from the design space, and might not select all possible 
chromosomes. Due to this, the optimized values of the parameters might not be the 
desired optimum. Instead they might only be a partial optimal value. This process can 
also be observed in Tables 7.1 and 7.2. From the design space of 2 to 20, not all values 
were selected by the genetic algorithm. Hence, in some cases, like patient 5 for the 
recurrent network with 500ms prediction time, the nRMSE after optimization is high 
compared to the nRMSE with fixed inputs and neurons. This is because genetic 
algorithm did not select the chromosome that produces the lowest possible nRMSE 
during optimization.  
  
 For patient 3, the results of the recurrent network with prediction time of 500ms 
after optimization looks better than the feedforward network. However, when the 
nRMSE values are measured for a certain period of time within the entire range, there is 
almost no prediction at all. This can also be observed from tables 6.3 and 6.4 in chapter 
6.  
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 The number of outputs fed back as the input to the recurrent network was chosen 
as 2 during optimization. This selection is made because the design space has inputs 
ranging from 2 to 20 and to limit the number of outputs fed back to be equal to or less 
than the number of actual inputs, the value of 2 was selected instead of 4.  
 
  Overall the optimization process identified a possible best combination for the 
number of inputs and the number of neurons for different prediction times and different 
breathing behaviors. 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
CHAPTER 8 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
8.1 Summary of Results and Conclusion 
 
 This study compared the prediction of breathing patterns using two neural 
networks - the feedforward backpropagation network and the recurrent network. 
Different breathing patterns (5) and prediction times ranging from 100ms to 500ms in 
increments of 100ms each were used.  The neural networks were trained for a certain 
number of epochs on 400 data points and tested on the rest of the breathing data to 
determine their prediction accuracy.   
 
 Also, the effect of varying two parameters, the number of inputs and the number 
of hidden layer neurons, on the performance of the networks was evaluated. In addition, 
the effect of changing the number of outputs fed back to the input was observed for the 
recurrent network. Based on these observations, the networks were optimized using 
genetic algorithm to obtain the optimum value of the parameters that result in better 
accuracy.  
  
 The results showed that the networks were able to adapt to different breathing 
patterns ranging from very regular breathing to a highly irregular breathing. As 
expected, the network prediction was found to be better with regular breathing for the 
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two networks. The results also showed that the accuracy of the networks decreased with 
an increase in prediction time. Also, the feedforward network outperformed the 
recurrent network in terms of both prediction accuracy and the processing speed. 
 
 During the study, it was observed that variation in network parameters like the 
number of inputs, and the number of hidden layer neurons, impacts network 
performance. In the case of recurrent networks, the number of outputs fed back to the 
input layer also impacts the network accuracy. A genetic algorithm was used to identify 
the optimum value of these parameters. The network performance for both the networks 
improved after optimization. However, it is to be noted that the optimal values for the 
parameters – number of inputs and number of hidden layer neurons vary with prediction 
times and the type of network.  
8.2 Recommendations and future study 
 
The following recommendations and future study considerations are proposed based on 
observations made during the course of this study: 
1. Two networks were studied in this research. Different networks work better for 
different breathing behaviors. Since the breathing behavior varies from person to 
person, a single network can prove good for some cases but not all cases. Other 
network architectures need to be studied and evaluated to identify performance.  
2. Weights are initialized at random in this study and the weights used at one 
instance might not be the same at another use. This leads to different results for 
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the same network. It is recommended that a network be run a few times to 
observe the performance before performing a deep dive analysis.  
3. It is to be noted that there is a limit to the size of the hidden layer. An increase in 
the size of hidden layer increases the processing time required by the network 
and can make the network useless for purposes of real time training and 
prediction.  
4. The genetic algorithm used in this study was randomized in the search of 
parameter values. Due to this, there is a distinct possibility that the obtained 
optimum is not the absolute (global) optimum. An algorithm that uses sequential 
search can possibly be tested and used for the parameter optimization.   
5. Even though genetic algorithms are fast compared to other optimization 
procedures, it still takes hours to find the optimum value. This undermines the 
purpose of real time prediction. Hence, the number of iterations and the 
population size can be reduced for a faster convergence of the genetic algorithm. 
These changes can speed up the process.  
6. The results in the research are based on the simulations performed using 
MATLAB. These need to be implemented in the real time to observe the 
performance of the networks in tracking the tumor motion. 
7. The method of prediction of breathing patterns used in this study should be 
implemented on a prototype system before using in the real time. This provides 
a better way of implementing in the real time. 
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APPENDIX A 
 
A 1. Backpropagation network source code 
 
% backpropagation network training with Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
 
x = data (1:end)'; 
  
% down sample the data to 10 Hz from 30 Hz 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
 
[yx] = downsample1(x); 
data=yx; 
 
% Neuron and training Parameters 
% ----------------------------------------------------------------- 
Numdel = 20;          % Constant number of delays 
Hidln = 2;         % Constant number of hidden layer neurons 
trainlen = 400;        % training data length 
pred =3;      % Prediction time in 100's of milliseconds    
B = 0.1;         % Constant gain for activation functions 
M  = 50;         % Constant moving average range 
iter = 200;     % Constant number of training epochs 
beta = 1.05;    % Constant mu adaptation coefficient 
mu    = 1;       % Initial Levenberg-Marquardt inverse learning rate 
  
% Initialization 
% --------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
 
ts = 0.1; 
data_in = data(1:trainlen);               % training data 
  
for i = 1:trainlen, 
    if     i < M/2+1, 
    meanp(i) = mean(data_in(1:i+M/2));  
    bigp(i) = max(abs(data_in(1:i+M/2)-meanp(i)));  
    elseif i < trainlen-M/2, 
    meanp(i) = mean(data_in(i-M/2:i+M/2));  
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    bigp(i) = max(abs(data_in(i-M/2:i+M/2)-meanp(i)));  
    else 
    meanp(i) = mean(data_in(i-M/2:trainlen));  
    bigp(i) = max(abs(data_in(i-M/2:trainlen)-meanp(i)));     
    end 
end 
  
data_in = (data_in-meanp)./bigp; 
Desired = data_in;                     % Desired training signal 
lag = pred-1;  
z = Numdel+pred; 
y1  = zeros(1,Hidln);     % Initialize hidden layer vectors 
y2  = data_in(1:z);  % Initialize output layer vectors for zero 
initial error 
w1  = 2*(rand(Hidln,Numdel)-0.5)*1/sqrt(Numdel);   % Initialize hidden 
layer current and recurrent weights 
w2  = 2*(rand(1,Hidln)-0.5)*1/sqrt(Hidln); % Initialize output layer 
weights 
b1  = 2*(rand(1,Hidln)-0.5)*1/sqrt(Numdel);   % Initialize biases 
b2  = 2*(rand-0.5)*1/sqrt(Hidln); 
Q_p1 = zeros(1,Hidln);    % Initialize first derivative activation 
vectors 
Q_p2 = 0; 
  
% Network Creation and training 
% --------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
     
for k = 1:iter, 
for i = z+1:trainlen,                  
     
    % Hidden layer 
    % ----------------------------------------------------------------
- 
 
    for j = 1:Hidln, 
    % Summation  
    n1(j) = sum(w1(j,:).*data_in(i-pred:-1:i-lag-Numdel)) + b1(j); 
    % Sigma Activation 
    y1(j)   = tanh(B*n1(j));                    % Output 
    Q_p1(j) = B*(1-y1(j)^2);                    % First derivative 
    end 
     
    % Output layer neuron 
    % ----------------------------------------------------------------
- 
     
    % Summation  
     
    n2=b2; 
    for j = 1:Hidln, n2=n2+w2(j)*y1(j);end   
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    % hyperbolic tangent activation 
     
    y2(i) = tanh(B*n2); 
    Q_p2(i)=B*(1-y2(i)^2); 
     
    % Levenberg-Marquardt training 
    %-----------------------------------------------------------------
- 
 
    % Modified sensitivity calculations using backpropagation  
    s2 = -1; 
    for j = 1:Hidln, s1(j) = Q_p1(j)*w2(j)*s2; end  % Hidden layer  
 sensitivity 
    % Error (no lag) 
    cut = z; 
    e(i-cut) = Desired(i)-y2(i); 
 
    % Jacobian Gradients 
    %-----------------------------------------------------------------
- 
    for n = 1:Hidln,   
 for j = 1:Numdel; 
  in(1) = (n-1)*Numdel+j;  
      Jac(i-cut,in(1)) = s1(n)*data_in(i-j-lag);  
 end;  
    end %w1 
 
    for j = 1:Hidln,   
 in(2) = in(1)+j;  
 Jac(i-cut,in(2)) = s1(j);  
    end %b1 
 
    for j = 1:Hidln,  
      in(3) = in(2)+j;  
      Jac(i-cut,in(3)) = s2*y1(j); 
    end %w2 
 
    Jac(i-cut,in(3)+1) = s2; %b2 
end 
  
% Cost function 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
  
Vt = e.^2;  
Dt = (Desired(cut:end)-mean(Desired(cut:end))).^2; 
nre(k) = sqrt(sum(Vt)/sum(Dt)); % nRMSE for a single epoch 
  
% Learning rate update 
if k>1,  
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    if nre(k)>nre(k-1), mu = mu*beta;     % increase mu 
    elseif nre(k)<nre(k-1), mu = mu/beta; % decrease mu 
     end
end 
  
% Batch Updates 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
J2 = Jac.'*Jac; 
delta = -[(J2+mu*eye(size(J2)))^-1*Jac.'*e.'].';  
dw1 = delta(1:in(1));                         
db1 = delta(in(1)+1:in(2));           
dw2 = delta(in(2)+1:in(3));         
db2 = delta(in(3)+1);  
for j = 1:Hidln, w1(j,:) = w1(j,:) + dw1((1:Numdel)+(j-1)*Numdel); end 
b1 = b1 + db1;   w2 = w2 + dw2;  b2 = b2 + db2; 
clear Jac J2 delta e; 
end 
  
% Unnormalized Output 
y = y2.*bigp(1:trainlen)+ meanp(1:trainlen);   
 
 
 
  
% Network prediction with fixed training weights 
% --------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
 
for i = trainlen+1:length(data),               
     
    % Moving standardization using window statistics 
    meanp(i)   = mean(data(i-pred-M:i-pred));  
    bigp(i)    = max(abs(data(i-pred-M:i-pred)-meanp(i)));  
    data_in(i-pred) = (data(i-pred)-meanp(i))/bigp(i); 
    Desired(i-pred) = data_in(i-pred);  % Desired Output 
     
    % Hidden layer 
    % ----------------------------------------------------------------
- 
 
    for j = 1:Hidln, 
    % Summation  
    n1(j) = sum(w1(j,:).*data_in(i-pred:-1:i-lag-Numdel)) + b1(j); 
    % Hyperbolic tangent activation 
    y1(j)   = tanh(B*n1(j));                    % Hidden layer Output 
    Q_p1(j) = B*(1-y1(j)^2);          % First derivative 
    end 
     
    % Output layer neuron 
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    % ----------------------------------------------------------------
- 
 
    
    % Summation  
    n2=b2; 
     for j = 1:Hidln, n2 = n2+w2(j)*y1(j);end         
    % Hyperbolic tangent activation 
    y2(i) = tanh(B*n2);       % Network Output 
    % Unormalized Output 
    y(i) = y2(i)*bigp(i) + meanp(i);         
     
end 
  
% Performance Calculations 
for i = trainlen+1:length(data_in)-pred, 
    Ep(i-trainlen,1) = (Desired(i)-y2(i))^2; 
    Ap(i-trainlen,1) = (Desired(i)-mean(Desired))^2;  
end 
nrep = sqrt(sum(Ep)/sum(Ap)); 
  
% Plots 
% --------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
 
t = (0:length(data)-1)*ts; 
 
 
% Final nRMSE Calculation 
 nRMSE = sqrt(sum((data(trainlen+1:end)- 
y(trainlen+1:end)).^2)/sum((data(trainlen+1:end)-
mean(data(trainlen+1:end))).^2)); 
  
% Unnormalized Prediction Plot  
figure; plot(t(trainlen+1:end), data(trainlen+1:end), 'b'); hold; 
plot(t(trainlen+1:end), y(trainlen+1:end), 'm'); 
grid on; 
title(['Prediction time = ', num2str(pred*100), 'ms', ',       NRMSE = 
', num2str(nr),'']);hold off 
clear all; 
 
 
 
A 2. M-file for down sampling  
 
function [yx]= downsample1(xx); 
yx=xx(1:3:end); 
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APPENDIX B 
 
B 1. Recurrent network source code 
 
% Recurrent network training with Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm 
%-------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
x = data(1:end)'; 
% downsample the data to 10 Hz from 30 Hz 
%-------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 [yx] = downsample1(x); 
 data1=yx; 
  
% Neuron and training parameters 
% ----------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Numdel = 12;     % Constant number of delays 
Hidln =19;       % Constant number of hidden layer neurons 
trainlen = 400;  % training data length 
pred =5;         % Prediction time in 100's of milliseconds    
B = 0.1;         % Constant gain for activation functions 
M  = 50;         % Constant moving average range 
iter = 200;      % Constant number of training epochs 
beta  = 1.05;    % Constant mu adaptation coefficient 
mu    = 1;       % Initial Levenberg-Marquardt inverse learning rate 
O=4;    % constant number of outputs fed back 
  
% Initialization 
% --------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
 
ts = 0.1; 
data_in = data1(1:trainlen);               %training data 
  
for i = 1:trainlen, 
    if     i < M/2+1, 
    meanp(i) = mean(data_in(1:i+M/2));  bigp(i) = 
max(abs(data_in(1:i+M/2)-meanp(i)));  
    elseif i < trainlen-M/2, 
    meanp(i) = mean(data_in(i-M/2:i+M/2)); bigp(i) = 
max(abs(data_in(i-M/2:i+M/2)-meanp(i)));  
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    else 
    meanp(i) = mean(data_in(i-M/2:trainlen)); bigp(i) = 
max(abs(data_in(i-M/2:trainlen)-meanp(i)));     
    end 
end 
  
data_in = (data_in-meanp)./bigp; 
Desired = data_in;                     % Desired training signal 
lag = pred-1;  
z = Numdel+pred; 
y1  = zeros(1,Hidln);     % Initialize hidden layer vectors 
y2  = data_in(1:z+1);  % Initialize output layer vectors for zero 
initial error 
w1  = 2*(rand(Hidln,Numdel+O)-0.5)*1/sqrt(Numdel);   % Initialize 
hidden layer current and recurrent weights 
w2  = 2*(rand(1,Hidln)-0.5)*1/sqrt(Hidln);  % Initialize ouput layer 
weights 
b1  = 2*(rand(1,Hidln)-0.5)*1/sqrt(Numdel);  % Initialize biases 
b2  = 2*(rand-0.5)*1/sqrt(Hidln);  
Q_p1 = zeros(1,Hidln);    % Initialize first derivative activation 
vectors 
Q_p2 = 0; 
z1=0; 
  
% Network Creation and training 
% --------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
     
for k=1:iter, 
    for i = z+1:trainlen,              
     
    % Hidden layer 
    % ----------------------------------------------------------------
- 
 
    for j = 1:Hidln, 
        m=y2(i-pred:-1:i-O-lag); 
        X=[(data_in(i-pred:-1:i-lag-Numdel))';m']; 
       
    % Summation  
    n1(j) = sum(w1(j,:).*(X(1:end))') + b1(j); 
    
    % hyperbolic tangent activation 
    y1(j)   = tanh(B*n1(j));                    % hidden layer Output 
    
    % Output 
    Q_p1(j) = B*(1-y1(j)^2);                    % First derivative 
    end 
     
    % Output layer neuron 
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    % ----------------------------------------------------------------
- 
     
    % Summation   
    n2=b2; 
    for j = 1:Hidln, n2=n2+w2(j)*y1(j); 
       
    end   
     
    % hyperbolic tangent activation 
    y2(i) = tanh(B*n2);          % Network Output 
    Q_p2(i)=B*(1-y2(i)^2); 
     
    % Levenberg-Marquardt training 
    %-----------------------------------------------------------------
- 
 
    % Modified sensitivity calculations using backpropagation  
    s2 = -1; 
    for j = 1:Hidln, s1(j) = Q_p1(j)*w2(j)*s2; end  % Hidden layer 
 sensitivity 
    % Error (no lag) 
    cut = z; 
    e(i-cut) = Desired(i)-y2(i); 
    
    %% Jacobian Gradients 
    %-----------------------------------------------------------------
- 
 
    for n = 1:Hidln,  
        for j = 1:(Numdel+O),  
            in(1) = (n-1)*(Numdel+O)+j; 
            Jac(i-cut,in(1)) = s1(n)*X(j);  
        end  ; 
    end %w1 
     
    for j = 1:Hidln,   
        in(2) = in(1)+j; 
        Jac(i-cut,in(2)) = s1(j); 
    end %b1 
     
   for j = 1:Hidln,   
       in(3) = in(2)+j;  
       Jac(i-cut,in(3)) = s2*y1(j); 
   end %w2 
    
    Jac(i-cut,in(3)+1) = s2; %b2 
     
end 
% Cost function 
%--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Vt = e.^2;  
Dt = (Desired(cut:end)-mean(Desired(cut:end))).^2; 
nre(k) = sqrt(sum(Vt)/sum(Dt)); 
  
% Learning rate update 
if k>1,  
    if nre(k)>nre(k-1), mu = mu*beta;     % increase mu 
    elseif nre(k)<nre(k-1), mu = mu/beta; % decrease mu 
    end 
end 
  
% Batch Updates 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
 
J2 = Jac.'*Jac; 
delta = -[(J2+mu*eye(size(J2)))^-1*Jac.'*e.'].';  
dw1 = delta(1:in(1));                         
db1 = delta(in(1)+1:in(2));           
dw2 = delta(in(2)+1:in(3));         
db2 = delta(in(3)+1);  
for j = 1:Hidln, w1(j,:) = w1(j,:) + dw1((1:Numdel+O)+(j-
1)*(Numdel+O)); end 
b1 = b1 + db1;   w2 = w2 + dw2;  b2 = b2 + db2; 
clear Jac J2 delta e; 
end 
   
% Unnormalized Output 
y = y2.*bigp(1:trainlen)+meanp(1:trainlen);   
  
% Network prediction with fixed training weights 
% --------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
 
for i = trainlen+1:length(data1),                
     
    % Moving standardization using window statistics 
    meanp(i)   = mean(data1(i-pred-M:i-pred));  
    bigp(i)    = max(abs(data1(i-pred-M:i-pred)-meanp(i)));  
    data_in(i-pred) = (data1(i-pred)-meanp(i))/bigp(i); 
    Desired(i-pred) = data_in(i-pred);  % Desired Output 
     
    % Hidden layer 
    % ----------------------------------------------------------------
- 
 
    for j = 1:Hidln, 
    % Summation  
    m=y2(i-pred:-1:i-O-lag); 
    X=[(data_in(i-pred:-1:i-lag-Numdel))';m']; 
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    n1(j) = sum(w1(j,:).*(X(1:end))') + b1(j); 
     
    % Hyperbolic tangent activation 
    y1(j)   = tanh(B*n1(j));          % Network Output 
    Q_p1(j) = B*(1-y1(j)^2);          % First derivative 
    end 
     
    % Output layer neuron 
    % ----------------------------------------------------------------    
    % Summation  
    n2=b2; 
     for j = 1:Hidln, n2 = n2+w2(j)*y1(j);end    
      
    % Hyperbolic tangent activation 
    y2(i) = tanh(B*n2); 
     
    % Unormalized Ouput 
    y(i) = y2(i)*bigp(i) + meanp(i);         
     
end 
  
% Performance Calculations 
for i = trainlen+1:length(data_in)-pred, 
    Jp(i-trainlen,1) = (Desired(i)-y2(i))^2; 
    Dp(i-trainlen,1) = (Desired(i)-mean(Desired))^2;  
end 
nrep = sqrt(sum(Jp)/sum(Dp)); 
  
% Plots 
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
t = (0:length(data1)-1)*ts; 
  
% Final nRMSE Calculation 
  
nRMSE = sqrt(sum((data1(trainlen+1:end)-
y(trainlen+1:end)).^2)/sum((data1(trainlen+1:end)-
mean(data1(trainlen+1:end))).^2)); 
  
% Unnormalized Prediction Plot with Mean Subtracted 
figure; plot(t(trainlen+1:end), data1(trainlen+1:end), 'b'); hold; 
plot(t(trainlen+1:end), y(trainlen+1:end), 'm'); 
grid on; 
title(['Prediction time = ', num2str(pred*100), 'ms', ',    NRMSE = ', 
num2str(nr),'']); 
  
B 2. M-file for down sampling  
 
function [yx]= downsample1(xx); 
yx=xx(1:3:end); 
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APPENDIX C 
 
C 1. Genetic algorithm code for Optimization 
 
global x; 
x=data(1:end)'; 
format long g; 
  
% **************************** Set constants ************************* 
 
pop_size  = 25;               % population size or number of 
chromosomes evaluated 
  
  
% 2 parameters of interest - delays and neuron size 
 
Numdelbits = 5;      % number of bits for the delay 
Hidlnbits = 5;    % number of bits for neurons 
%qBits = 10;       
bits = Numdelbits + Hidlnbits ;         % Number of bits for each 
member (number of genes for each chromosome) 
  
pm = 0.20;                    % probability of mutation 
pc = 0.90;                    % probability of crossover 
global elite; 
global elitefitness; 
global fitness; 
elite = zeros(1,bits);        % the best solution so far (elite 
member) 
elitefitness = 0;             % fitness of the elite member 
MAX_ITERATIONS = 2;          % Maximum number of iterations allowed 
before terminating the loop 
                              % this keeps the program from running 
indefinitely long   
% ********************* End set constants ****************************                 
                               
  
  
% *************************** Genetic Algorithm 
*********************** 
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% Create and initialize population 
 
v = randint(pop_size,bits);    % v is the population vector 
terminate = 0;     % termination condition is initialized to false 
iterations = 0;    % iteration count is set to zero 
  
% !!!!!!!  Main loop starts  !!!!!!!! 
while (terminate == 0) 
  
     
% *** Crossover Code section****************************************** 
 p = 0; % crossovers on the population (initializing p) 
  
for i = 1:pop_size 
% This loop generates a random number for each member which determines 
% (when compared to the probability of crossover) whether or not 
crossover  
% will occur in that member. 
    if rand < pc        % pc is the probability of crossover 
        p = p + 1;      % steps through matrix 
        crossovers(p) = i;  % stores which member will crossover  
    end 
end 
  
  
if ( rem(p,2) ~= 0 )        % p must be even for crossover (2 parents 
necessary for each child) 
 if rand < .5 
     p = p + 1; crossovers(p) = randint(1,1,[1,pop_size]);           % 
Increasing p by 1 to make it even 
 else 
     p = p-1;               % Dropping p by 1 to make it even 
 end 
end 
  
i = 1;  % Creates the children 
while i < p 
        % two children replace position of two parents in crossover 
      [ v(  crossovers(i),:) v(   crossovers(i+1) , : )  ] =   
DoCrossover1( v ( crossovers(i),:) , v(   crossovers(i+1),:), bits ); 
      i  = i + 2; 
  end 
% *** End Crossover Code section*********************************** 
   
  
  
% *** Mutation Code section *************************************** 
% Mutations on the new population, goes through each allee (or bit) 
individually 
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for i = 1:pop_size 
    for j = 1:bits 
         
        if rand < pm                     % pm is the probability of 
mutation 
            v(i,j) = not( v(i,j)  );        % The not operator flips 
the bit 
        end      
              
    end         
end 
% *** End Mutation Code section************************************** 
  
  
% Evaluate fitness of each chromosome 
for i = 1:pop_size 
     [B]= EvalChromosome1(v(i,:),Numdelbits, Hidlnbits);     
     %b_scaled = ScaleInputs(b(1), b(2)); 
      
     % writing the values to different files 
     dlmwrite('p2 inputs for 500ms',B(1),'-append'); 
      dlmwrite('p2 neurons for 500ms',B(2),'-append'); 
  
      [nRMSE]=optout(B(1),B(2),x); 
     fitness(i) = 1000 - nRMSE; 
     
end    
  
  
% make a record of best possible solution so far. 
[FitVal, index] = max(fitness); 
  
if(FitVal > elitefitness)  % change the record of elite fitness 
    elitefitness = FitVal; 
    elite = v(index,:); 
     Elitesolution = EvalChromosome1(elite,Numdelbits, Hidlnbits);  
      
 elseif (FitVal < elitefitness)  % inject the elite member into the 
population 
     sub = randint(1,1,[1,pop_size]); 
     v(sub,:) = elite; 
     fitness(sub) = elitefitness; 
      
end    
  
  
 % Calculate total fitness of the population 
total_fitness = 0; 
for i = 1:pop_size 
   total_fitness = total_fitness +  fitness(i); 
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end 
  
% Calculate the probability of selection of each chromosome 
for i = 1:pop_size 
    probability(i) = fitness(i) / total_fitness; 
end 
     
% Calculate cumulative probabilities 
cumulative(1) = probability(1); 
for i = 2:pop_size 
    cumulative(i) = cumulative(i-1) + probability(i); 
end 
  
% spin the roulette wheel 
r = rand(pop_size,1); 
     
% select the new population from current one 
w = zeros(pop_size,bits);   % the new v 
     
for p = 1:pop_size 
     
    i = 1;     
    while cumulative(i) < r(p) 
        i = i + 1; 
    end 
     
    w(p,:) = v(i,:); 
     
end 
     
v = w;     
  
  
%  If fitness does not change much or number of iterations >= MAX, 
terminate loop. Otherwise, continue. 
iterations = iterations + 1 
  
if (iterations >= MAX_ITERATIONS)  
    terminate = 1;    
end 
  
    
end   
% !!!!!!!  Main loop ends  !!!!!!!! 
  
  
  
% Output the results only if termination was due to all iterations 
completed  
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if (iterations >= MAX_ITERATIONS) 
     
[FitVal,I] = max( fitness); 
b = EvalChromosome1(  v(I,:), Numdelbits, Hidlnbits);     
Elitesolution = EvalChromosome1(elite,Numdelbits, Hidlnbits)  
  
end 
 
C 2. M-f ile for Optimization of one of the network architecture (Optout.m) 
 
function[nr]=optout(Numdel,Hidln,x); 
% backpropagation network training with Levenberg-Marquardt training 
% downsample the data to 10 Hz from 30 Hz 
%------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
xx=x; 
[yx] = downsample1(xx); 
data=yx; 
   
% Neuron  and training Parameters 
% ----------------------------------------------------------------- 
trainlen = 400;        % training data length 
pred = 4;     % Prediction time in 100's of milliseconds   
B = 0.1;         % Constant gain for activation functions 
M  = 100;         % Constant moving average range 
iter = 200;     % Constant number of training epochs 
beta  = 1.05;    % Constant mu adaptation coefficient 
mu    = 0.1;       % Initial Levenberg-Marquardt inverse learning rate 
  
% Initialization 
% --------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
 
ts = 0.1; 
data_in = data(1:trainlen);               % training data 
  
for i = 1:trainlen, 
    if     i < M/2+1, 
    meanp(i) = mean(data_in(1:i+M/2));  bigp(i) = 
 max(abs(data_in(1:i+M/2)-meanp(i)));  
    elseif i < trainlen-M/2, 
    meanp(i) = mean(data_in(i-M/2:i+M/2)); bigp(i) = 
max(abs(data_in(i- M/2:i+M/2)-meanp(i)));  
    else 
    meanp(i) = mean(data_in(i-M/2:trainlen)); bigp(i) = 
max(abs(data_in(i-M/2:trainlen)-meanp(i)));     
    end 
end 
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data_in = (data_in-meanp)./bigp; 
Desired = data_in;                     % Desired training signal 
lag = pred-1;  
z = Numdel+pred; 
y1  = zeros(1,Hidln);     % Initialize hidden layer vectors 
y2  = data_in(1:z);  % Initialize output layer vectors for zero 
initial error 
w1  = 2*(rand(Hidln,Numdel)-0.5)*1/sqrt(Numdel);   % Initialize hidden 
layer current and recurrent weights 
w2  = 2*(rand(1,Hidln)-0.5)*1/sqrt(5);   % Initialize ouput layer 
weights 
b1  = 2*(rand(1,Hidln)-0.5)*1/sqrt(Numdel);   % Initialize biases 
b2  = 2*(rand-0.5)*1/sqrt(5); 
Q_p1 = zeros(1,Hidln);    % Initialize first derivative activation 
vectors 
Q_p2 = 0; 
  
% Network Creation and training 
% --------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
     
for k = 1:iter, 
for i = z+1:trainlen,                  
     
    % Hidden layer 
    % ----------------------------------------------------------------
- 
 
    for j = 1:Hidln, 
    % Summation  
    n1(j) = sum(w1(j,:).*data_in(i-pred:-1:i-lag-Numdel)) + b1(j); 
    % Hyperbolic tangent activation 
    y1(j)   = tanh(B*n1(j));                    % Output 
    Q_p1(j) = B*(1-y1(j)^2);                    % First derivative 
    end 
     
    % Output layer neuron 
    % ----------------------------------------------------------------
- 
     
    % Summation   
    for j = 1:Hidln, n2(j) = b2 + w2(j)*y1(j); end         
    % hyperbolic tangent activation 
    y2(i) = tanh(B*n2(j)); 
    Q_p2(j)=B*(1-y2(i)^2); 
     
    % Levenberg-Marquardt 
    %-----------------------------------------------------------------
- 
 
    % Modified sensitivity calculations using backpropagation  
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    s2 = -1; 
    for j = 1:Hidln, s1(j) = Q_p1(j)*w2(j)*s2; end  % Hidden layer 
 sensitivity 
    % Error (no lag) 
    cut = z; 
    e(i-cut) = Desired(i)-y2(i); 
 
    % Jacobian Gradients 
    %-----------------------------------------------------------------
-    
    for n = 1:Hidln, 
        for j = 1:Numdel, 
            in(1) = (n-1)*Numdel+j; 
            Jac(i-cut,in(1)) = s1(n)*data_in(i-j-lag); 
        end;  
    end %w1 
     
 
    for j = 1:Hidln, 
        in(2) = in(1)+j; 
        Jac(i-cut,in(2)) = s1(j); 
    end %b1 
     
    for j = 1:Hidln, 
        in(3) = in(2)+j; 
        Jac(i-cut,in(3)) = s2*y1(j); 
    end %w2 
     
    Jac(i-cut,in(3)+1) = s2; %b2 
end 
  
% Cost function 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
 
Vt = e.^2;  
Dt = (Desired(cut:end)-mean(Desired(cut:end))).^2; 
nre(k) = sqrt(sum(Vt)/sum(Dt)); 
  
% Learning rate update 
if k>1,  
    if nre(k)>nre(k-1), mu = mu*beta;     % increase mu 
    elseif nre(k)<nre(k-1), mu = mu/beta; % decrease mu 
    end 
end 
  
% Batch Updates 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
 
J2 = Jac.'*Jac; 
 
98 
delta = -[(J2+mu*eye(size(J2)))^-1*Jac.'*e.'].';  
dw1 = delta(1:in(1));                         
db1 = delta(in(1)+1:in(2));           
dw2 = delta(in(2)+1:in(3));         
db2 = delta(in(3)+1);  
for j = 1:Hidln, w1(j,:) = w1(j,:) + dw1((1:Numdel)+(j-1)*Numdel); end 
b1 = b1 + db1;   w2 = w2 + dw2;  b2 = b2 + db2; 
clear Jac J2 delta e; 
end 
  
% Unnormalized Output 
y = y2.*bigp+meanp;   
  
% Network prediction with fixed training weights 
% --------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
 
for i = trainlen+1:length(data),               
     
    % Moving standardization using window statistics 
    meanp(i)   = mean(data(i-pred-M:i-pred));  
    bigp(i)    = max(abs(data(i-pred-M:i-pred)-meanp(i)));  
    data_in(i-pred) = (data(i-pred)-meanp(i))/bigp(i); 
    Desired(i-pred) = data_in(i-pred);  % Desired Output 
     
    % Hidden layer 
    % ----------------------------------------------------------------
- 
 
    for j = 1:Hidln, 
    % Summation  
    n1(j) = sum(w1(j,:).*data_in(i-pred:-1:i-lag-Numdel)) + b1(j); 
    % Hyperbolic tangent activation 
    y1(j)   = tanh(B*n1(j));                    % Output 
    Q_p1(j) = B*(1-y1(j)^2);          % First derivative 
    end 
     
    % Output layer neuron 
    % ----------------------------------------------------------------
- 
    
    % Summation   
    for j = 1:Hidln, n2(j) = b2 + w2(j)*y1(j); end         
    % Hyperbolic tangent activation 
    y2(i) = tanh(B*n2(j)); 
    Q_p2(j)=B*(1-y2(j)^2); 
     
    % Unormalized Ouput 
    y(i) = y2(i)*bigp(i) + meanp(i);         
     
end 
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% Performance Calculations 
  
for i = trainlen+1:length(data_in)-pred, 
    Jp(i-trainlen,1) = Desired(i)-y2(i); 
    Dp(i-trainlen,1) = (Desired(i)-mean(Desired))^2;  
end 
nrep = sqrt(sum(Jp)/sum(Dp)); 
  
% Final NRMSE Calculation 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
 
 
nRMSE = sqrt(sum((data(trainlen+1:end)-
y(trainlen+1:end)).^2)/sum((data(trainlen+1:end)-
mean(data(trainlen+1:end))).^2)) 
% writing the nRMSE value to the fil  e
dlmwrite('nrmse26',nRMSE,'-append'); 
 
 
C 3. M-file for Evaluation of chromosome (EvalChromosome1.m) 
 
function[B] = EvalChromosome1(a, Numdelbits, Hidlnbits); 
  
% Convert array into a string 
a = sprintf('%d', a);                                          
  
  
% Convert the delay (N) bits into one string 
Start = 1; End = Numdelbits; 
delayBinary = a(Start:End); 
  
% Convert the size bits into one string 
Start = Numdelbits + 1; End = Numdelbits + Hidlnbits; 
sizBinary = a(Start:End); 
H=20  ;
L=2; 
  
% Obtain the decimal values of delay and neurons size from their 
respective binary strings 
  
N1=L+(((H-L)/((2^(Numdelbits))-1))*bin2dec(delayBinary)); 
siz1=L+(((H-L)/((2^(Hidlnbits))-1))*bin2dec(sizBinary)); 
Numdel=round(N1);  
Hidln=round(siz1); 
  
B = [Numdel; Hidln];   
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C 4. M-file for Crossover (DoCrossover1.m) 
 
function[ x,y] = DoCrossover1(a, b, nbits); 
  
% 
**********************************************************************
*** 
% Crossover function     
% 
% This function takes two chromosomes a and b. It also takes in the 
number 
% of bits in the chromosome. It then does crossover by using a random 
% number as the crossover location. The function returns the two new  
% chromosomes created as a result of crossover operation. 
% 
% 
**********************************************************************
*** 
  
r = randint(1,1,[1,nbits]); 
  
  
for i = r+1:nbits 
     
    if( a(1,i) ~= b(1,i) )    % Exchange bits if they are different 
        a(1,i) = not( a(1,i) ); 
        b(1,i) = not( b(1,i) ); 
    end 
         
        
end 
  
x = a; y = b; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
